Engineering the electronic band structure of material systems enables the unprecedented exploration of new physical properties that are absent in natural or as-synthetic materials. Half metallicity, an intriguing physical property arising from the metallic nature of electrons with singular spin polarization and insulating for oppositely polarized electrons, holds a great potential for a 100% spin-polarized current for high-efficiency spintronics. Conventionally synthesized thin films hardly sustain half metallicity inherited from their 3D counterparts. A fundamental challenge, in systems of reduced dimensions, is the almost inevitable spinmixed edge or surface states in proximity to the Fermi level. Here, we predict electric field-induced half metallicity in bilayer A-type antiferromagnetic van der Waals crystals (i.e., intralayer ferromagnetism and interlayer antiferromagnetism), by employing density functional theory calculations on vanadium diselenide. Electric fields lift energy levels of the constituent layers in opposite directions, leading to the gradual closure of the gap of singular spin-polarized states and the opening of the gap of the others. We show that a vertical electrical field is a generic and effective way to achieve half metallicity in A-type antiferromagnetic bilayers and realize the spin field effect transistor. The electric field-induced half metallicity represents an appealing route to realize 2D half metals and opens opportunities for nanoscale highly efficient antiferromagnetic spintronics for information processing and storage.
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2D materials | 2D magnetism | half metallicity | spin field effect transistor | antiferromagnetic spintronics S caling down of spintronic devices requires the precise knowledge and delicate control of magnetic properties of materials in reduced dimensions. Two-dimensional magnetic van der Waals (vdW) crystals (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , owing to their high crystallinity and atomic thinness and flatness, innately eliminate the challenges associated with the conventional thin-film preparation process, in which extrinsic defect or surface states and spurious magnetic anisotropies would be otherwise inevitable. Our recent experimental discovery of intrinsic ferromagnetism in 2D vdW crystals revealed the prominent dimensionality effect and the unusual magnetic field effect in the emerging magnetic properties of clean 2D vdW ferromagnets (3) . Given the fact that there is much more abundance of antiferromagnetic vdW crystals with generally higher magnetic-order temperatures than ferromagnetic vdW crystals, as well as their robustness against environmental magnetic field perturbation and null stray fields (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 15) , 2D antiferromagnets would be significant in both fundamental physics and technological applications.
Despite the vanishing macroscopic magnetic moments, Néel (16) noted that antiferromagnets would be equivalent to ferromagnets for effects that are even functions of the magnetic moment. This notion has been applied in the recent resurgence of antiferromagnetic spintronics (17, 18) , which are primarily based on spin-orbit interaction effects such as anisotropic magnetoresistance (19) (20) (21) ). It appears that antiferromagnetic spintronics applications are moment-parity constrained. However, net magnetization should not be a fundamental limiting factor, for spin current relies solely on the concentration and polarization of electrons dwelling in proximity to the Fermi surface rather than on all electrons in the solids. In other words, it is theoretically rational that in a zero-magnetization system, conduction electrons remain polarized in spin degree of freedom. One intriguing class of examples that display this characteristic is antiferromagnetic half metals (22, 23) , which have fully compensated magnetization yet completely spin-polarized electrons in conduction.
The scarcity of antiferromagnetic half metals demands the delicate design of complex materials such as Mn 3 Al, Mn 3 Ga (24), and VFeSb doped with Mn and In (25) , the resultant stoichiometry and low defect density of which are also stringently required. Of tremendous value would be a rational design of half metallicity in simple and clean crystals. Realizing half metallicity, especially in materials of reduced dimensions, demands even more due to the almost inevitable spin-mixed surface or edge states caused by structural imperfections (26) (27) (28) . We propose here that antiferromagnetic coupling of regions of ferromagnetic states offers intriguing platforms in which half metallicity can be brought forth by applying electric fields across the regions. Fig. 1A schematically illustrates the spin-and layer-resolved density of states for a bilayer
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When conduction electrons in a solid are completely spin polarized, the single-spin transport results in great promise in spintronic (i.e., spin electronic) applications. Realizing highefficiency spintronic devices based on 2D van der Waals (vdW) materials would tremendously impact nanoscale spintronics and the current information technologies. However, a minority of vdW materials are magnetic, among which antiferromagnets do not have net spin polarization whereas ferromagnets usually have limited imbalance between oppositely polarized electrons. Here, we show that antiferromagnetic vdW bilayers can be made half metallic, in which electrons of singular spin are metallic but those of the opposite spin are insulating, leading to 100% spin-polarized conduction electrons. Based on this finding, an interesting type of spin field effect transistor is proposed. A-type antiferromagnet, which exhibits an intralayer ferromagnetic order and interlayer antiferromagnetic order, as shown in Fig. 1B . In layer 1, spin-β electrons are of higher energy than spin-α electrons, and the order is inverted in layer 2. By applying an electric field penetrating from layer 2 to layer 1 (defined as the positive field), electrons of both spins in layer 1 (2) increase (decrease) in energy. Upon a critical field E c , the energy band of spin-α electrons in layer 1 touches that of electrons with the same spin orientation in layer 2, leading to a merged metallic band with pure spin-α polarization at the Fermi level; that is, half metallicity emerges, as shown in Fig. 1C . While the electric field orientation is reversed, half metallicity would emerge with pure spin-β polarization.
Recently, a new type of single-layer ferromagnetic semiconductor in transition-metal dichalcogenides 2H-VX 2 (X = S, Se, and Te) has attracted great attention (29, 30) . For bilayer 2H-VSe 2 , the intralayer is still ferromagnetic, while the interlayer magnetic coupling is found to be antiferromagnetic (8, 30) ; i.e., bilayer 2H-VSe 2 is an A-type antiferromagnetic semiconductor. In the following, we use bilayer 2H-VSe 2 as an example to demonstrate the formation of the half metallicity induced by the cross-layer electric field. Our calculations are performed within density-functional theory (DFT) by the projector-augmented wave (PAW) method implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP), and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is used (31). The energy cutoff of 500 eV is used for the plane-wave basis expansion with the total energy convergence criterion of 1 × 10 −6 eV per unit cell. A Γ-centered k-grid 20 × 20 × 1 is used to sample the 2D Brillouin zone. The convergence of energy with respect to number of k points and energy cutoff has been tested. For geometry optimization, all of the internal coordinates are relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces are less than 1 meV/Å. The dispersion-corrected DFT-D2 method (32) is introduced in the first-principles calculations to relax the structure of the bilayer system. A large enough vacuum thickness (20 Å) along the z axis is adopted to avoid the interaction between adjacent unit cells.
The side view of the atomic structure of the bilayer 2H-VSe 2 is shown in Fig. 2A , in which the electric field indicated by the red arrow is applied perpendicularly to the 2D plane, pointing from layer 2 to layer 1. The optimized lattice constant is 3.335 Å, and the interlayer distance between the two Se layers is 3.220 Å, which agree well with previous studies (29) . No electrodes are included in the calculations. To focus on the influence of the electric field, we do not do further structural relaxation for different electric fields, which is a reasonable approximation according to the test results (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 ) and our previous investigations (33, 34) .
Our spin-polarized total energy calculations show that the ground-state configuration of single-layer VSe 2 is magnetic, which is reasonable as each V 4+ ion has one unpaired electron. The magnetic coupling strength is strong, evidenced by the energy difference of 165 meV per V 4+ ion for spin-polarized configuration vs. spin-unpolarized configuration. The magnetic anisotropy energy calculation shows the easy-plane magnetization in singlelayer VSe 2 , with 0.6 meV lower energy per V 4+ ion than easy-axis (normal to the layer) ferromagnetic configuration, consistent with the previous report (29) . While two layers are in contact, the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling is energetically favorable, which is confirmed by calculations with GGA plus on-site Coulomb interaction U and with hybrid functional Heyd-ScuseriaErnzerhof (HSE) approximation (35) (SI Appendix, Table S1 ). All of the quantitative data presented in this paper are calculated by the GGA+U scheme with U = 2 eV and J = 0.84 eV, unless noted otherwise. In 2D layered A-type antiferromagnets, the interlayer antiferromagnetic exchange interaction is usually much weaker than the intralayer ferromagnetic interaction. Although the interlayer exchange integral J ⊥ is small, the effective exchange interaction NJ ⊥ can be very large, where N is number of spins in the individual layer in the domain size. It means that there exists long correlation length along the z direction, once the intralayer ferromagnetic order is formed.
In Fig. 2B , we present the electric field-induced spin densities Δσ = σ(E) − σ(0) in arbitrary unit under the electric field E = 0.8 V/Å, in which red and blue colors represent the increase and decrease of the integrated spin-α electron densities. The induced spin density analysis confirms that the evolution of magnetization primarily occurs on vanadium atoms. The spin-α density of layer 1 is decreased, and that of layer 2 is increased, which agrees with the schematic trend in Fig. 1C . The asymmetry of induced spin densities on vanadium atoms in two layers are caused by different orbital compositions at conduction and valence band edges, which are shown in Fig. 3 . In  Fig. 2C , we show the charge densities Δρ = ρ(E) − ρ(0) with the same conditions as in Fig. 2B , in which red and blue colors represent the increase and decrease of the integrated electron densities. From the induced charge density, we can see that opposite charges are induced in the two layers, and due to the screening effect, the induced charges are mainly located on the outermost selenium atoms.
Orbital-and spin-resolved band structures of bilayer 2H-VSe 2 shown in Fig. 3 exhibit four major features: (i) Bilayer 2H-VSe 2 is a semiconductor with an indirect gap 0.3 eV, smaller than the value from HSE calculations (SI Appendix , Fig. S2 ); (ii) electronic bands are spin polarized within each layer, agreeing with the intralyer ferromagnetic order (29, (36) (37) (38) ; (iii) between layers, the order of spin orientations is opposite, coinciding with the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling; and (iv) valence band edges are mainly composed of d z 2 orbitals and conduction band edges are composed of d z 2 and d x 2 − y 2 =d xy orbitals. The light blue regions in Fig. 3 indicate the band gap of the spin-α (Fig. 3, Top) and spin-β (Fig. 3, Bottom) channels. When the electric field is absent, the band gaps of spin-α and spin-β are equal, as shown in Fig. 3 A and B . When applying the critical electric field E c (0.4 V/Å), we can clearly see the gap closure for the spin-α channel and the gap opening for the spin-β channel. When the electric field becomes larger than E c (Fig. 3 E and F) , the spin-α channel becomes metallic and the spin-β channel keeps insulating; i.e., the half metallicity appears. Although all our present results are based on bilayer VSe 2 , multilayers with an even layer number may also work. We check the band structures of four and six layers of VSe 2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S3 ) and notice that the band gap of vdW thin films may decrease with the increasing layer numbers (39) , which may result in the semiconductor-metal transition. The metallic multilayer does not work in our scheme.
We plot the electric field dependence of the band gap of the spin-α and spin-β channels in Fig. 4A , in which we can see that bilayer VSe 2 keeps the half metallicity when the applied electric field is larger than the critical field. In the whole range of the 0 ∼ 1.0 V/Å electric field, the total energy calculation shows the ground state of interlayer coupling remains antiferromagnetic (Fig. 4B) . Before reaching the critical field and the band crossing, in 0-K ground state calculations, the applied field induces intralayer electronic polarization, but does not cause interlayer charge transfer. Therefore, the net magnetic moment within each layer is not noticeably altered, yet slight reduction of magnetic moments can still arise from the intralayer charge redistribution between different orbitals as a response of small fields (Fig. 4C) . After forming the metallic state, as the degree of band crossing increases, effective charge transfer (i.e., spin compensation) occurs between layers. The net magnetization of each layer drops, for example, at 1.0 V/Å, from 1.117 μ B at zero field to 1.104 μ B for V 1 and from −1.117 μ B at zero field to −1.099 μ B for V 2 , equal to a reduction of 1.35 × 10 13 cm −2 and 1.87 × 10 13 cm −2 spin-polarized carriers per layer, respectively. This analysis suggests the electric field as an effective knob to tune the density of spin-polarized carriers for nanoscale spintronic device applications.
After band crossing, although the whole bilayer system remains charge neutral, the individual constituent layers undergo doping effects via interlayer charge transfer. Interestingly, the available unoccupied states in one layer and the transferred electrons from the other layer have the same spin orientation. Therefore, interlayer charge transfer gradually increases the weight of interlayer ferromagnetic coupling. Furthermore, before forming the metallic band, the interlayer antiferromagnetic coupling is established by super-superexchange through intermediate "-Se Se-." However, with the applied field, the enhanced degree of metallicity would involve an increasing population of conduction electrons as the media for the indirect exchange coupling between interlayer vanadium ions, which possibly results in ferromagnetic coupling as seen in a variety of conductive systems such as diluted magnetic semiconductors, graphene nanoribbon, etc. (40) (41) (42) (43) (44) . Our calculations confirm the trend inferred from the above analysis that, for U = 1 eV (stronger screening and more metallic), the critical field for half metallicity is 0.3 V/Å, and the interlayer ferromagnetism is established upon the field of 0.4 V/Å (SI Appendix , Fig. S4 ); for U = 2 eV (relatively weaker screening and more localization), a larger electric field (∼1.5 V/Å) is required for establishing the interlayer ferromagnetism.
For the ground state of this closed bilayer system (without electrodes for sourcing and draining charges) discussed above, there is no gate-induced doping and the whole system is kept neutral. The neutrality efficiently enables field-induced energy shifts of equal magnitude yet opposite signs on band structures of two constituent layers. Therefore, half metallicity with 100% spin-α conduction electrons is effectively generated as a result of the gap closing of one spin-polarized band and the gap widening of the other one while the critical field 0.4 V/Å is reached, as shown in Fig. 3C . Reversing the electric field orientation switches the polarity of the half metal to carry 100% spin-β conduction electrons. Hence, in analogy to conventional semiconductor transistors, the vertical electric field can act as a "gate" to switch the half metallicity as well as control its polarity. However, the fundamental mechanism is entirely distinct, as such a spin field effect transistor (FET) (45) operates purely via the band structure engineering, in contrast to the working principle of traditional transistors by modulating charge populations. A practical remark on the open system while source and drain electrodes are integrated for circuitry is as follows (Fig. 5A ): Due to the gating effect, the Fermi level of the bilayer VSe 2 would be pushed into the conduction or valence band (Fig. 5B, Inset) while positive or negative critical fields (voltages) are applied. The field-induced doping enables an enhanced conductivity of the half-metallic bilayer VSe 2 .
We also tracked the evolution of the magnetic anisotropy energy in the whole range of applied electric fields. Magnetic anisotropy energy not only reveals the preferred ground-state magnetization orientation, but also suggests the relative robustness of the long-range magnetic order against thermal excitations at finite temperatures (3). Our calculations show the decreasing in-plane magnetic anisotropy energy with the increasing field strength (SI Appendix, Fig. S5 ). In fact, it would be even more intriguing if the electric field could reorient the spin vector normal to the plane, for easy-axis magnetic anisotropy can stabilize the long range magnetic order in 2D systems at finite temperatures and perpendicular magnetization can benefit ultrahigh-density data storage (46) . Although a moderate electric field for establishing easy-axis magnetization in bilayer VSe 2 is not gained, it is meaningful to note that quantitative values herein such as critical field and magnetic anisotropy vary in materials, depending on band gap size, spin-orbit coupling strength, crystal structure, and constituent elements, etc. This leaves room for material selections.
Although our work provides a general route for exploring half metallicity based on 2D A-type antiferromagnetic bilayers, it is necessary to point out the following: (i) The Mermin-Wagner theorem predicts that a 2D isotropic Heisenberg system does not have long-range magnetic order at finite temperatures (47) . However, the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy (48) can break the hypothesis of the Mermin-Wagner theorem and the long-range dipolar coupling (49) can cause domain formation. According to the previous report and our theoretical confirmation, 2H-VSe 2 belongs to the family of 2D XY magnets (30) . The long-range dipolar spin-spin correlation can stabilize the magnetic order in a finite size in 2D XY magnets (50) (51) (52) . The typical domain size in the layered 2D XY magnets on the order of 100 Å (50) promises its application in nanoscale spintronic devices. Domain size is an important consideration in realizing 2D spin FET based on the scheme proposed in this work. (ii) Results in this work based on bilayer 2H-VSe 2 can be applicable qualitatively to other small-bandgap bilayer A-type antiferromagnets. Before experimental endeavors toward half metallicity and spin FET proposed in this work, one should carefully examine the crystalline structure, band structure, and magnetic ground state of the material system. More A-type antiferromagnetic semiconductors will be found or designed with the rapid development of the 2D magnetic materials, which will accelerate the experimental realization of the 2D half metallicity. Recently, the layer-contrasting observation in CrI 3 (4) indicated that the interlayer magnetic coupling may be antiferromagnetic, which still needs further efforts to clarify the exact ground-state magnetic configurations and the role of graphite encapsulation in the resultant magnetic properties. In light of practical considerations discussed above, the half metallicity produced by the 2D A-type antiferromagnetic semiconductor with the assistance of the electric field will be of great practical significance in the 2D spintronic devices. Computations were performed at the ECNU computing center.
